Dear Friends,

Thank you for your continued support of *We Know Not What We Do*. our little film that could! The film started 2017 by making a national appearance on Link TV. Now at the start of 2018, the film is available, for free, on Amazon Prime!

[Amazon Prime Link]

Plus the companion book is also on Amazon in Kindle and paperback [Book Link]

Please share the availability of the film with your friends, (The more traction we get, the more we move up in Amazon's algorithms.) In addition - consider making a one time or recurring donation to our non-profit fundraising efforts to support the films' momentum.

[Donation Link]

Let us know what you are called to do so we can acknowledge your heroic actions. This week we send our deepest appreciation to bestselling author Brian MacLaren, and to blogger’s Andy Braner, and John Cook who are sharing the Amazon Prime link with their thousands of their followers. We also thank D.C. lobbyist Richard Cizik, with his awesome goal to put a book in the hands of every member of Congress, as well as world renowned climate activist Betsy Rosenberg for referring the film to various Celebrities, and Climate Change Conferences, as she gallantly vies for Green TV air time.

Together we build compassion and caring for Mother Earth, hopefully preventing our extinction as a species - while there is still time.

Aaron Daniel Taylor (Producer), Elizabeth Gaylynn Baker (Director)